Abstract This paper concerns the communication primitives of broadcasting (one-to-all communication) and gossiping (all-to-all communication) in known topology radio networks, i.e., where for each primitive the schedule of transmissions is precomputed in advance based on full knowledge about the size and the topology of the network. The first part of the paper examines the two communication primitives in arbitrary graphs. In particular, for the broadcast task we deliver two new results: a deterministic efficient algorithm for computing a radio schedule of length D + O(log 3 n), and a randomized algorithm for computing a radio schedule of length D + O(log 2 n). These results improve on the best currently known D + O(log 4 n) time schedule due to Elkin and Kortsarz (Proceedings of the 16th ACM-SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms, pp. 222-231, 2005). Later we propose a new (efficiently computable) deterministic schedule that uses 2D + log n + O(log 3 n) time units to complete the gossiping task in
Background
The two classical problems of information dissemination in computer networks are the broadcasting problem and the gossiping problem. The broadcasting problem requires distributing a particular message from a distinguished source node to all other nodes in the network. In the gossiping problem, each node v in the network initially holds a message m v , and it is required to distribute all messages m v to all nodes in the network. In both problems, the efficiency criterion is often to minimize the time needed to complete the task.
The paper concerns the following model of a radio network. A network is an undirected connected graph G = (V, E), where V represents the set of nodes of the network and E contains unordered pairs of distinct nodes, such that (v, w) ∈ E iff the transmissions of node v can directly reach node w and vice versa (the reachability of transmissions is assumed to be a symmetric relation). In this case, we say that the nodes v and w are neighbours in G. One of the properties of radio network is that a message transmitted by a node is always sent to all its neighbours.
The number of neighbours of a node w is called its degree, and the maximum degree of any node in the network is called the max-degree of the network and is denoted by . The size of the network is the number of nodes n = |V|.
Communication in the network is synchronous and consists of a sequence of communication steps, or rounds. During each step, each node v either transmits or listens. If v transmits, then the transmitted message reaches each of its neighbours by the end of this step. However, a node w adjacent to v successfully receives this message if in this step w is listening and v is the only transmitting node among w's neighbours. If node w is adjacent to a transmitting node but is not listening, or is adjacent to more than one transmitting node, then a collision occurs and w does not retrieve any message in this step.
The running time of any communication schedule is determined by the number of time steps required to complete the communication task. That is, we do not account for any internal computation within individual nodes. Another abstraction of the model is that no limit is placed on the length of a message which one node can transmit in one step. This assumption is used here in the context of the gossiping problem where it is assumed that if a node transmits in the current step, then it transmits all the information it currently has.
In this paper we focus on radio communication algorithms that rely on using complete information about the network topology. This type of topology-wise communication algorithms are useful in radio networks that have a reasonably stable topology/infrastructure. As long as no changes occur in the network topology during the actual execution of the algorithm, the tasks of broadcasting and gossiping will be completed successfully. Following prior work in the literature, we study centralized algorithms for the schedule construction problem. While distributed scheduling algorithms are desired in many practical cases, the question of identifying the best possible centralized constructions has nevertheless attracted considerable attention, due to both its theoretical interest and the fact that it could be useful in practice in contexts where the network is relatively static.
Communication in known topology radio networks
The work on communication in known topology radio networks was initiated in the context of the broadcasting problem. In [4] , Chlamtac and Weinstein prove that the broadcasting task can be completed in time O(D log 2 n). An (log 2 n) time lower bound was proved for the family of graphs of radius 2, see [1] . While it was known for quite a while [2] that for every n-vertex radio network of diameter D there exists a deterministic broadcasting schedule of length O(D log n + log 2 n), an appropriate efficient construction for such a schedule was proposed only very recently in [12] . In [10] , Gaber and Mansour proposed an efficient deterministic construction for broadcasting schedule of length O(D + log 6 n). More recently, this result was improved to D+O(log 4 n) by Elkin and Kortsarz [9] . They have also presented an efficient deterministic construction for a broadcasting schedule of length D + O(log 3 n) for planar graphs.
Efficient radio broadcasting algorithms for various particular types of specific network topologies can be found in Diks et al. [6] . In networks with arbitrary topology, however, it is known that the computation of an optimal (radio) broadcast schedule is NP-hard, even if the underlying graph is embedded in the plane [3, 14] .
Radio gossiping in networks with known topology was first studied in the context of radio communication with messages of limited size, see [5] . In this model the authors proposed several optimal or close to optimal O(n)-time gossiping procedures for various standard network topologies, including lines, rings, stars and free trees. They also proved that there exists a radio network topology in which the gossiping (with unit size messages) requires (n log n) time. In [13] , Manne and Xin show the optimality of this bound by providing an O(n log n)-time gossiping schedule with unit size messages in any radio network. The first work on radio gossiping in known topology networks with arbitrarily large messages is [11] , where the authors propose several optimal gossiping schedules for a wide range of radio network topologies.
Our results
In the first part of the paper we examine the communication primitives in general graphs. In particular, for the broadcast task we show two new results: a deterministic efficient algorithm for computing a radio schedule of length D + O(log 3 n), and a randomized algorithm for computing a radio schedule of length D + O(log 2 n). These results improve on the best currently known D+O(log 4 n) time schedule due to [9] . Later, we propose a new efficiently computable deterministic schedule that uses 2D + log n + O(log 3 n) time units to complete the gossiping task in any radio network with size n, diameter D and max-degree . Our new schedule improves and simplifies the currently best known gossiping schedule
, for any network with diameter D = (log i+4 n), where i is an arbitrary integer constant i ≥ 0, see [11] .
In the second part of the paper we focus on radio communication in planar graphs, devising a new broadcasting schedule using fewer than 3D time slots. This result improves, for small values of D, on the currently best known D + O(log 3 n) time schedule proposed in [9] . Our new algorithm should be also seen as the separation result between planar and general graphs with a small diameter, in view of the polylogarithmic inapproximability result in general graphs due to Elkin and Kortsarz [7] . They proved that there exists a constant c so that the optimal broadcast schedule cannot be approximated with an additive error term of c log 2 n, unless NP ⊂ PTIME n O(log log n) .
Broadcasting and gossiping in general graphs
The gossiping task can be performed in two consecutive stages. During the first stage we gather all individual messages in one (central) point of the graph. Then, during the second stage, the collection of individual messages is broadcast to all nodes in the network. We start this section with the presentation of a novel concept of gathering-broadcasting spanning trees. The new concept enables a D + O(log 3 n)-time radio broadcasting schedule in arbitrary graphs. Later we show also how the new notion of the gathering-broadcasting spanning tree can be used in the design of 2D+ log n+O(log 3 n)-time radio gossiping schedule.
Ranking procedure
Given an arbitrary tree, we choose as the root its central node c. The nodes in a tree rooted in c are partitioned We adopt a standard definition of the rank of nodes in a rooted tree, used earlier in the context of radio communication in known topology networks in [10] . This ranking was used even earlier in defining the Strahler number of binary trees, introduced in hydro-geology [15] and later studied extensively in computer science (cf. [16] and the references therein).
Specifically, every leaf v has rank(v) = 1. A non-leaf node determines its rank according to the rank of its children as follows. Given the ranks of the children of a node v, say r 1 ≤ · · · ≤ r k . If r k−1 < r k , i.e., v has a unique child with a maximal rank, the rank of node v is set to rank(v) = r k . Otherwise, there are at least two children with the rank r k , in which case the rank of node v is set to rank(v) = r k + 1. For an illustration see Fig. 1 .
Lemma 1
The largest rank r max in a tree of size n is bounded by log n (see [10] ).
Gathering-broadcasting spanning trees
We start this section with an introduction of a novel concept of a gathering-broadcasting spanning tree (GBST). These trees play a crucial role in time efficient radio gathering and broadcasting in arbitrary connected graphs. Indeed, we show that an arbitrary graph G contains a GBST. We also propose an O(n 2 log n)-time algorithm that constructs a GBST for any graph of size n and diameter D.
The construction The gathering-broadcasting spanning trees are based on the concept of the tree rank introduced earlier in Sect. 2.1 and the notion of fast transmission and slow transmission sets provided below. Partition the set of nodes into different rank sets
The fast transmission set:
We also define
In an arbitrary graph G = (V, E), any BFS spanning tree T G of G s.t.
(1) T G is rooted at the central node c of G, (2) T G is ranked, (3) All nodes in F k i of T G are able to transmit their messages to their parents simultaneously without any collision, for all 1 < k ≤ D and 1 ≤ i ≤ r max ≤ log n , and (4) All nodes in F k i of T G are able to transmit their messages to their children simultaneously without any collision, for all 1 ≤ k < D and 1 ≤ i ≤ r max ≤ log n , is called a gathering-broadcasting spanning tree, or simply GBST for short. In a graph G = (V, E), a pre-tree T PT = (V, E PT ) is an arbitrary ranked BFS spanning tree rooted in the central node c.
The procedure for constructing a gathering-broadcasting spanning tree from a pre-tree T PT is based on a pruning process. During the pruning process, a function Check-collision(i, j) is used to detect two nodes in F i j (if such a pair exists) that are not able to communicate (exchange messages in any direction) with their parents simultaneously in T PT . Note that such a pair does not satisfy conditions (3, 4) in the definition of the gatheringbroadcasting spanning tree. The function returns either a pair of nodes (u, v) that cannot communicate simultaneously with their parents or 'null' if such a pair does not exist. For the graph depicted in Fig. 2 , The outcome is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
Procedure GB-Spanning-Tree, presented shortly, constructs a gathering-broadcasting spanning tree GBST ⊆ G on the basis of T PT ⊆ G. The pruning process is performed layer by layer starting from the bottom (layer D) of T PT (outer loop). At each layer we gradually sort out the parents of all nodes who are potentially involved in collisions starting with nodes with the highest rank at the layer (inner loop). For the pre-tree of Fig. 1 , the outcome is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
We now prove that Procedure GB-Spanning-Tree constructs the GBST of an arbitrary graph G = (V, E) in time O(n 2 log n). We use the following inductive argument. Proof We rely on the assumption that before the ith execution of the outer loop, all edges in T PT between layers from i through D are already sorted out and fixed for good, i.e., they will never change again. Note that during the pruning process at layer i, the updates involve only some edges between layers i and i − 1. Note also that the updates at layer i are executed always first at the nodes with higher ranks. Thus, after a pair of nodes u, v with the same rank j gets pruned and their newly joint parent parent(v) gets a higher rank j+1, neither the pair u, v nor the edges leading to their new parent will be considered again. This is because the pair u, v no longer belongs to the set F and further updates at this layer at nodes with ranks j or lower cannot change this property. On the other hand, the former parent of u (parent(u)) might be downgraded to a lower rank after losing its child u. But this presents no problems to the correctness of the construction since the pruning process is performed at nodes with gradually decreasing ranks and the former parent of u will be reconsidered (if necessary) during some later stage of the pruning process at the layer i. Finally note that each edge at any level is required to be tested for being a potential source of conflicts by the procedure Check-collision just once. However, since we execute the testing process in O(log n) stages (based on ranks) each edge might be analysed at most O(log n) times. This gives the time complexity O(n 2 log n). Also (12) re-rank T PT only at the top BFS layers from i − 1 down to 0; (13) recompute sets in F and S in new T PT ; (14) end (15) end (16) end when the conflicting edge is returned by the procedure Check-collision the spanning tree is updated including re-generation of ranks in the tree. All of this can be done in time O(n). Since the spanning tree is updated at most O(n) times (at any level each node changes it parent at most once) the total cost related to the update operations is bounded by O(n 2 ). Thus the time complexity of GBST construction is bounded by O(n 2 log n). This completes the proof.
Lemma 2 After completing the pruning process at layer i in T PT
The following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 There exists an efficient (polynomial time) construction of a GBST for an arbitrary graph G.
Proof The claim follows directly from Lemma 2.
Broadcasting in general graphs with known topology
In this section we present the idea of a new deterministic algorithm B that generates a schedule for completing the broadcasting task in a general known topology radio network in time D + O(log 3 n). We then show a randomized variant B of this algorithm that with high probability broadcasts the message in time D + O(log 2 n). This establishes the existence of a broadcasting schedule of length D + O(log 2 n) for every n node radio network of diameter D. As far as constructive results are concerned, this is likely to be asymptotically optimal, in view of the polylogarithmic additive inapproximability result of [7] .
Deterministic construction of D + O(log 3 n) broadcasting schedule
The deterministic algorithm B uses the concept of the ranked gathering-broadcasting spanning tree GBST, on this occasion rooted in the source node s, introduced in Sect. 2.2. The algorithm uses fast and slow transmissions that partition the set of nodes to the sets F i and S i , where the broadcast message is disseminated from the root s (using parent-child connections) towards the leaves of the tree. Let us start with an overview of the broadcast process from the point of view of a copy of the message that was eventually received at some leaf a of the tree. Note that this message does not necessarily have to follow the unique shortest path p(a) leading from the root of the tree to a. In fact, there are many paths along which the message could be forwarded, some of which do not even need to be shortest paths. For the sake of the time complexity analysis, however, we fix our attention on the path p(a) and argue about the potential progress of the message along this path.
Conceptually, the path p(a) is broken down into segments
is a segment consisting of fast transmission edges (i.e., edges leading from parent(v) to v of the same rank) and each p S i (a) is an edge (u, w) where u is a node on layer L k for some k, w is a node on layer L k+1 and rank(u) > rank(w). We refer to such edges (u, w) as slow transmission edges. (Note that some of the segments p F i (a) may be null.) Again, we stress that in reality, the message need not follow this path. Nevertheless, we may consider the "progress" of the message along this path, by measuring the delay from the time the message is already available at some node v on the path p(a) to the time the message has already reached the following node w on the path (though not necessarily via a transmission from v). Hence conceptually, the message progress can be viewed as traversing the path p(a) by alternating (flipping) between chains p F i (a) of fast transmission edges connecting nodes of the same rank and slow transmission steps over edges p S i (a), connecting high rank nodes to lower rank nodes.
Let us next describe the schedule governing these transmissions. During the broadcasting process the nodes in the tree use the following pattern of transmissions. Let r max ≤ log n be the largest rank in the tree. Consider a node v of rank 1 ≤ j ≤ r max on BFS layer L i with a child w of the same rank at the next BFS layer. Then v is set to perform a fast transmission to w in time steps t satisfying t = i + 6(r max − j) mod 6r max . Observe that in real terms, v will perform such a fast transmission exactly once, on the first appropriate time slot after it receives the message for the first time. The slow transmissions at the BFS layer L i are performed in the time steps t satisfying t = i + 3 mod 6. Note that this pattern of transmissions separates the fast and the slow transmissions at any BFS layer by three units of time. Thus there are no collisions between the fast and the slow transmissions at the same BFS layer. The pattern also ensures that at any time step, transmissions are performed on BFS layers at distances that are multiples of 3 apart. Thus there will be no conflicts between transmissions coming from different BFS layers.
Note also that once the broadcast message arrives at the first node v of a fast segment p F i (a) of the route (with a particular rank), it may have to wait for as many as 6r max = O(log n) time steps, but then, when finally transmitted to the next BFS layer, it will be forwarded through the fast segment p F i (a) without further delays.
Once reaching the end node u of the fast segment p F i (a), the message has to be transmitted from some node on u's BFS layer to the next node w on p(a), which is of lower rank, using a slow transmissions mechanism. For slow transmissions, algorithm B uses the O(log 2 n) transmission Procedure CW proposed by Chlamtac and Weinstein in [4] . Procedure CW allows to move uniform information from one partition of a bipartite graph of size n (here, an entire BFS layer L j of the tree) to the other (here, the next layer L j+1 ) in time O(log 2 n). The slow transmission mechanism based on Procedure CW is run repeatedly in a periodic manner at every BFS layer of the tree. In particular, at any BFS layer, the steps of the slow transmission procedure CW are performed in every 6th step of the broadcasting schedule.
Hence, suppose the broadcast message traversing towards any destination a in the tree has reached a node u of BFS layer L j on its path p(a), such that the next edge (u, w) on the path is a slow transmission edge. It is possible that neither u nor any other neighbour of w on BFS layer L j participates in the current activation of procedure CW on L j (possibly because neither of those nodes had the message at the last time the procedure was activated). Nevertheless, u will participate in the next activation of procedure CW on BFS layer L j , which will be started within at most O(log 2 n) time (namely, the time required for the current activation to terminate). Moreover, it is guaranteed that by the time that activation of procedure CW terminates, w will have the message (although it may get it from any of its neighbours in L j , and not necessarily directly from u). Hence this entire stage can be thought of as a slow transmission operation on the edge (u, w), taking a total of at most O(log 2 n) time steps.
In the view of these observations, the total time required for the broadcast message to reach a leaf a in the tree can be bounded as follows. Let D i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ r max , denote the length of p F (a), the ith fast segment of the route p(a) used by the broadcast message that has reached a. Thus the time required to communicate a is bounded by O(log n) (log 2 n) for the fast transmissions plus r max · O(log 2 n) = O(log 3 n) for the slow transmissions, yielding a total of D + O(log 3 n). Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2 There exists a deterministic polynomial time algorithm that constructs, for any n node radio network of diameter D, a broadcasting schedule of length D + O(log 3 n).

Randomized D + O(log 2 n) broadcasting
Let us now modify algorithm B into a randomized algorithm B for constructing a shorter schedule. For this, we replace Procedure CW with the following randomized procedure RCW. Procedure RCW works for a block of log n rounds, and is activated repeatedly in a periodic manner every block of K = log n rounds at every BFS layer L j of the tree. At the beginning of each time block on layer L j of the tree, the nodes of L j that have a copy of the message join the activation and participate in the procedure. (Nodes that get the message during the time block will join the process only in the next activation and after.) Each participating node v does the following. In each round 1 ≤ i ≤ K, v decides whether to transmit the message randomly and uniformly with probability 1/2 i . We observe the following.
Claim Consider an uninformed node w in L j+1 . Suppose that at the beginning of the current activation of procedure RCW, w has some informed neighbours on layer L j . Then w will get the message during the current activation of procedure RCW with constant probability p ≥ 1/(4e).
Proof Let d(w) denote the number of informed neighbours w has on layer L j at the beginning of the current activation. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ K be an integer satisfying 2 i−1 < d(w) ≤ 2 i . Then in step i of the activation, w will get the message with probability
Now consider an arbitrary node v in the graph, and consider the path along which it is supposed to get the message from the root. This path is divided into "fast segments" and "slow steps" as discussed above. As argued, the fast segments require D + O(log 2 n) steps. We now claim that the total number of time cycles spent by the message for the slow steps on its way to v is at most O(log 2 n) as well. More precisely, we argue that with high probability, the message will participate in at most O(log n) activations of procedure RCW. To see this, note that each participation of the message in an activation of procedure RCW succeeds (i.e., the message crosses from its current node to the next node on the path to v) independently with constant probability p ≥ 1/(4e). Hence, letting X be a random variable denoting the number of successes of the message during 24eK participations in procedure RCW, the expected value of X is µ = 6K. Clearly, the message arrives at v after at most K = log n successes. By Chernoff's bound, the probability P fail (v) that the message will not reach v after 24eK participations in procedure RCW can be bounded from above by
Subsequently, the probability that for some vertex v in G, the message will require more than 24eK participations in procedure RCW until it reaches v, is smaller than 1/n. We thus have the following result.
Theorem 3 There exists a randomized algorithm that for any known topology n node radio network of diameter D, and any source node s, following a polynomial time preprocessing stage, broadcasts a message from s with high probability in time D + O(log 2 n).
This theorem implies, in turn, the following existential (albeit deterministically non-constructive) result.
Corollary 1 For any known topology n node radio network of diameter D, there exists a broadcasting schedule of length D + O(log 2 n).
O((D + ) log n + log 3 n)-time gossiping
Using the ranks of the GBST nodes (constructed in Sect. 2.2), all nodes get partitioned into distinct rank sets R i = F i ∪ S i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ r max ≤ log n . In the first phase all messages are gathered into the central node c, stage by stage, using the structure of the GBST. This is done as follows. In the beginning of the ith stage, all messages from nodes in F i are first gathered in the nodes in S i . Recall that nodes with the same rank i form chains in the GBST, where the highest (level) node in each chain belongs to S i . Thus messages in F i are first moved along their chains to the appropriate node in S i . In order to avoid collisions between transmissions originating at neighbouring BFS layers we synchronise transmissions as follows. The nodes present at the BFS level j in the set F i transmit in time slots: t ≡ 0 (mod 3) iff j ≡ 0 (mod 3); t ≡ 1 (mod 3) iff j ≡ 1 (mod 3); and t ≡ 2 (mod 3) iff j ≡ 2 (mod 3).
Later, we move all messages from nodes in S i to their parents in the GBST.
Lemma 3 During the ith stage, nodes in set S i of a GBST can transmit their messages to the parents in time O( ).
Proof Lemma 4 in [11] states that one can move all messages between two partitions of a bipartite graph with max-degree (in this case two consecutive BFS layers) in time . The solution is based on the use of the minimal covering set. Please note that during this process a (possibly) combined message m sent by a node v ∈ S i may be delivered to the parent of another transmitting node w ∈ S i rather then to parent(v). But this is fine, since now the time of delivery of the message m to the root of the tree is controlled by the delivery mechanism from the node w. Obviously this flipping effect can be observed a number of times in various parts of the tree, though each change of the route does not change the delivering mechanism at all.
In order to avoid collisions caused by transmissions at neighbouring BFS layers, we apply the solution with three separate interleaved subsequences of time slots used also in the context of transmissions in sets F i . This results in the entire process incurring a slow-down by a multiplicative factor of 3.
Upon the completion of the gathering stage, the gossiping problem is reduced to the broadcasting problem. We distribute all messages to every node in the network by reversing the direction and the time of transmission of the gathering stage. In Sect. 2.3 we proved that the broadcasting stage can be performed in time D + O(log 3 n).
Theorem 4 In any graph G, the gossiping task can be completed in time O((D + ) log n + log 3 n).
Proof During the ith stage, all messages from F i are moved to S i in time O(D). This is feasible due to the fact that the maximum distance between any two nodes in GBST is limited to D and the properties of the GBST. According to Lemma 3, all nodes in the set S i are able to move their messages to the parents in T G in time O( ). Since this process has to be repeated not more than log n times (the number of different ranks, see Lemma 1), we conclude that the gathering time can be bounded by O ((D + ) log n) . Adding the cost of broadcasting D + O(log 3 n) performed on the conclusion of the gossiping procedure we get the time complexity O((D + ) log n + log 3 n).
2D + log n + O(log 3 n)-time gossiping
In the previous section, the gathering process was split into log n separate stages, each costing O(D + ) units of time. In this section we show how to pipeline the transmissions from different stages at the same time. This will allow a new gossiping schedule of length 2D + log n + O(log 3 n).
In order to achieve this, the communication process is split into consecutive blocks of six time units each. The first three units of each block will be used for fast transmissions of nodes from the set F, and the remaining three will be used for slow transmissions of nodes from the set S. We use three units of time for each type of transmission to avoid collisions between different neighbouring BFS layers, similarly to what was done in the last section. Recall that due to Lemma 4 in [11] we can move all messages between two consecutive BFS layers in time . We compute for each node v ∈ S at layer i a number of a step s(v), where 1 ≤ s(v) ≤ , in which the node v can transmit without interruption from other nodes in S at the layer i.
The pattern of transmissions of a node v at layer i and with rank j in GBST depends on whether it belongs to the set F or to the set S, and it is as follows:
Lemma 4 A node v transmits its message as well as all messages collected from its descendants towards its parent in GBST successfully during the time block allocated to it by the pattern of transmissions.
Proof First note that according to the pattern of transmissions all descendants of the node v transmit in earlier time blocks. For example, if a descendant w of v is at layer i > i and the same rank j, then the first term of the expression (D − i) + j · is smaller for w. If w has also smaller rank j , then both terms of the expression are smaller. This means that the node w transmits earlier than the node v. We now prove that any node v following the pattern of transmissions will transmit to its parent without being interrupted by anyone else. First note that there will be no collisions between neighbouring BFS layers thanks to the separation into three subsequences, ensuring that three time units are available within each block. Also there will be no collision between transmissions coming from different types of transmission (fast and slow), thanks to the two parts of each time block. Hence we have to consider only potential collisions within the same type of transmission at the same BFS layer in GBST. Assume that v, w ∈ F and they are at the same BFS layer i in GBST. If v and w have also the same rank j, then they do not interrupt each other due to the property of GBST. If they have different ranks j and j , respectively, then they transmit in different time blocks (D − i) + j · and (D − i) + j · , so they do not interrupt each other. Now assume that v, w ∈ S and they are at the same BFS layer i in GBST. Then they do not interrupt each other since either their ranks are different and both s(v), s(w) ≤ , or if they have the same rank j, then they have different values of s(v) and s(w). This completes the proof.
Since the number of blocks used in the gathering schedule is limited to D+ log n and radio broadcasting can be performed in time D + O(log 3 n) the following theorem holds.
Theorem 5
In any graph G, the gossiping task can be completed in time 2D + log n + O(log 3 n).
Using this theorem we can extend the class of graphs from [11] in which the gossiping can be completed in time O(D) as follows.
Corollary 2 The gossiping task can be completed in time O(D) in all graphs with
Note that for gossiping, our schedule uses time blocks, whereas for broadcasting these blocks are "hidden" under direct round numbers. Unfortunately, even when the transmissions for broadcasting and gossiping are based on the same structure of GBST, the schedules of transmissions differ. Moreover, while in the gossiping procedure one can present a closed formula for each transmission performed, this is not feasible in broadcasting, as the transmissions on the lower layers depend recursively on the transmissions on the upper layers (e.g., also on the schedule of transmissions generated by the algorithm of [4] ).
Asymptotically optimal radio broadcast in planar graphs
In this section we describe an algorithm PlanBcast for constructing a transmission schedule for performing broadcast from a given source s on a known planar radio network G in asymptotically optimal O(D) time. Let us start with an overview of the algorithm. The schedule consists of D phases, each of up to three rounds, where the ith phase involves transmitting the message to the vertices at distance i from the source s. Layering the graph G by distance from s, let L p denote the set of vertices at distance p from s. The first phase of the schedule consists of a single round where only s transmits, and by the end of this round, all the vertices of L 1 are informed. The following phases of the schedule are defined level by level, using a procedure PB. Specifically, assuming all the vertices of layer U = L p−1 are informed, Procedure PB constructs the three-step sub-schedule of phase p, designed to inform all the vertices of P = L p . Let us now outline Procedure PB.
Procedure PB consists of two stages. It starts with a preprocessing stage, whose purpose is to construct a bipartite graph consisting only of the nodes of the two layers U and P and the edges connecting them. All the layers below P in the original graph are discarded, and all the layers above U in the original graph are replaced by a star connecting the source s to the nodes of layer U. See Fig. 8 for the intended final output of the preprocessing stage.
Next comes a schedule assignment stage, in which each node of layer U is assigned one of the three time slots of phase p. Here, we utilize the fact that the planarity of G imposes a convenient nesting structure for the nodes of layer P, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , which can be exploited for grouping transmissions effectively.
Let us now describe the two stages of procedure PB in more detail. Preprocessing stage This stage operates in a number of sub-stages as follows. Let us start by constructing a planar embedding of G with s at the top (on the outer face) and all other vertices below it. Erase from the graph all the vertices of layers L j for j > p and their edges, as well as all the edges connecting vertices of P. In the resulting graph, each vertex of D is connected only to vertices of U. Now mark on the graph a shortest paths tree T rooted at s and leading to all the vertices of U. The leaves of this tree are precisely the vertices of U. An example outcome of this process is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
Next, erase from the graph all the vertices of layers other than P and U that do not participate in this tree. An example outcome of this process is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Next, we replace the tree T by a star connecting s directly to the vertices of layer U. To see that this transformation does not affect the planarity of the graph, observe that it can be done by gradually contracting edges in the tree T and gluing together adjacent vertices while moving the vertices on the plane so as to preserve the planarity of the embedding. The outcome of this on the graph of Fig. 6 is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Next, we modify the embedding so that the vertices of layer U occur on a straight horizontal line and the vertices of layer P occur below this line. For our example graph, this yields the embedding depicted in Fig. 8 .
We now assign depth values to the vertices of P. This is done recursively as follows. Let d = 1. Assign each vertex v ∈ P on the outer face a depth value depth(v) = d. Now erase all the vertices of P on the outer face and their edges, and increase d by 1. If P is still nonempty then recurse.
The depth values partition the set P into subsets P for ≥ 1 such that P contains all the P vertices of depth . The resulting depth values and sets P for our example are depicted in Fig. 8 . The schedule is defined as follows. The three time slots of the current phase p are t 1 = 3p − 4, t 2 = 3p − 3 and t 3 = 3p − 2. The procedure operates in stages, where stage constructs the part of the schedule responsible for informing the depth vertices of P. In particular, stage starts with the depth 1 vertices, kept in the ordered list P 1 = v 1 , . . . , v k . Construct the ordered list of "breakpoint vertices"
Note that some of the vertices in this list may coincide, namely, right(v i ) may equal left(v i+1 ) for some i's, in which case only one copy is kept in the list B. Assign time slots t 1 and t 2 alternately to the vertices of the list B. Next, for each v i with nonempty list rest(v i ), assign time slots to the vertices of that list as follows. If left(v i ) was assigned the time slot t 1 (hence right(v i ) was assigned the time slot t 2 ), then assign the time slots t 3 and t 1 alternately to the nodes of rest(v i ) from left to right. Similarly, if left(v i ) was assigned the time slot t 2 (and right(v i ) was assigned the time slot t 1 ), then assign the time slots t 3 and t 2 alternately to the nodes of rest(v i ) from left to right. See Fig. 9 for an illustration.
Observe that at this point in time, for every vertex v ∈ P 1 , we have the following properties. First, all the U neighbours of v have been assigned a time slot. Second, this assignment ensures that v gets the message at some time slot among {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 }. Third, letting U assigned denote the list of U vertices that have already been assigned time slots, ordered from left to right, we have the prop- Let us now describe stage ≥ 2, showing how to assign time slots to some U neighbours of vertices in P so as to ensure that they get the message during the current phase. The inductive hypotheses we rely on at the beginning of stage are the following: (H1) At the end of stage − 1, all the neighbours of vertices of P k for k < were already assigned time slots, (H2) these previously made assignments ensure that all the vertices of P k for k < receive the message during the phase, and (H3) at the end of stage − 1, every two consecutive vertices in U assigned are assigned different time slots.
Consider some vertex v ∈ P . Let A be the rightmost U vertex to the left of left(v) that has already been assigned a time slot t A previously. (A can possibly be left(v) itself.) Similarly, let B be the leftmost U vertex to the right of right(v) (possibly right(v) itself) that has already been assigned a time slot t B previously. (See Fig. 10 , where the assigned time slots are t A = t 3 and t B = t 1 , respectively.) Note that left(v) and right(v) may have already been assigned a time slot previously, but the vertices of rest(v) (if any exist) are necessarily still unassigned at the beginning of stage . Moreover, if both left(v) and right(v) have been assigned a time slot previously (in which case A = left(v) and B = right(v)), then these time slots must be different by the inductive hypothesis (H3), as A and B occur consecutively in U assigned . Now assign time slots to all unassigned U neighbours of v as follows. Let t C ∈ {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 } be a time slot different from t A and t B . Go over the unassigned U neighbours s   1  3  1 2  3  1 2 1  2  1  2  1  2  3 2 3 2 2 Fig. 11 Final assignment of transmission times to all vertices of P of v from left to right, and assign them the time slots t C and t A alternately. See Fig. 10 .
Note that once this is done, the inductive hypotheses are guaranteed for v, namely, (H1) all the neighbours of v are already assigned time slots, (H2) v is ensured to receive the message during the current phase, and (H3) every two consecutive vertices in U assigned are assigned different time slots.
The final assignment of time slots for layer U vertices in our example graph is depicted in Fig. 11 .
By the fact that the inductive hypotheses are maintained throughout the process of assigning time slots to the vertices of U, it is clear that the resulting 3-round schedule ensures that all the vertices of P receive the message by the end of the phase. We have the following.
Theorem 6 Given a known planar radio network G of diameter D and a source vertex s in G, it is possible to construct (in polynomial time) a transmission schedule for performing broadcast from s in O(D) time (which is asymptotically optimal).
Conclusion
We proposed here new efficient (polynomial time) construction of the deterministic schedule that performs radio broadcast in time D + O(log 3 n) and the gossiping task in radio networks in time 2D + log n + O(log 3 n). The solutions are based on the new concept of the gathering-broadcasting spanning tree. The new gossiping schedule is asymptotically optimal if = O D log n . Unfortunately, when is larger, our schedule might be far from being optimal. Though it provides the best know upper bound for all = O n log n . The search for the optimal deterministic gossiping schedule for a wider classes of graphs remains the main unsolved problem here.
